The great outdoors
“The owners love entertaining, especially outdoors. They wanted a space that encapsulates the beauty of the
surrounding natural environment, but also performs as a kitchen for serious entertainers. An organic palette of
timber and stone makes an impact on the large space, integrating with the rest of the home. We chose a bronzed
mirror splashback to reflect the bush landscape and enhance textural interest. Premium appliances are carefully
placed to balance the kitchen: the quadrant of two Miele pyro ovens, a steam oven and a coffee machine at one
end, two integrated Liebherr fridges at the other. The kitchen flows seamlessly into the alfresco area overlooking
the pool and cabana, which houses a fully equipped entertainer’s outdoor kitchen. Here, every component marries
exceptional resilience with striking design, from weatherproof surfaces to design-leading appliances. The glass
splashback allows the kitchen to blend with nature, providing uninterrupted enjoyment of the scenery.”
Designer: Interiors by Darren James with Appliances sourced from Brisbane Appliance Sales
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expert tip
Choose the highest-standard
cooking appliances and
technology to ensure your
kitchen will be an enjoyable
space to cook, create
and entertain.

SHOP THE LOOK
®® brisbaneappliance.com.au
®® Cabinetry

Overhead doors are Blum
Aventos with servo drive
®® Panels Two-pack ‘Grey Pepper’ from
Porter’s Paints
®® Benchtop Island benchtop and cladding
is Caesarstone ‘Swan Lake’ (Supremo
range); Cooktop/ breakfast bar is
Caesarstone ‘Shitake’ (Classic range)
®® Splashback Bronzed mirror
®® Oven Bank of two Miele pyro ovens,
Miele steam oven and coffee machine
®® Cooktop/hotplate MIELE Flush-mount
gas cooktop
®® Rangehood Miele under cupboard
concealed
®® Dishwasher Miele fully integrated
®® Refrigerators Liebherr integrated (two)
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®® Sink

Oliveri Professional undermount
Franke tap plus Zip miniboil
Outdoor kitchen
®® Benchtop Caesarstone ‘Wild Rice’
®® Cabinetry Laminex aluminium-framed
doors Fineline Access with rippled glass
in ‘Ganache’
®® Splashback Clear glass
®® Rangehood Qasair
®® Oven Electrolux barbecue and wok
®® Sink Franke
®® Taps Franke
®® Refrigerator Vintec Beverage Centre &
Wine Fridge
®® Taps

want more?

SHOP THEir showroom

171 Enoggera Rd, Newmarket Qld
(07) 3356 8088

